
Introduction to
Lists and Recursion

Lecture 05 - Spring 2018 - COMP110

Navigate to localhost:3000/close - Then: npm run pull, npm start

"All about that base (case)"
~Meghan Trainor All About That Bass



Announcements

• Tutoring - Tomorrow: 12-4pm in SN115

• Worksheet 1 - Due tomorrow, Friday 2/2 at 11:59pm



Warm-up #1) What is the output?

let f = (n: number): number => {
return 1 + n;

};

let g = (n: number): number => {
return 1 + f(n);

};

let h = (n: number): number => {
return 1 + g(n);

};

export let main = async () => {
print(h(3));

};

pollev.com/compunc



Data Types

• Primitives
• number
• string
• boolean

• Primitive data types store singular pieces of data. They're our "atoms".

• What if we want to process a lot of data?
• Declaring a variable for every piece of data quickly grows untenable.

• Compound Data Types for the win!
• Today we'll learn a simple List data type that can store a list of values
• Later this semester we'll learn others: arrays and classes



What is a List?

1. A List may be empty

2. A List may be a sequence of one or more values of the same type

3. Each item in a List is called a Node

4. The end of a List is marked by a special value called null

"Michael" "Kevin" "Pam"

101 110

"Hello"



What can we do with a List?

1. We can add a value at the front of a List
• via the cons function

2. We can ask the List for its first value
• via the first function

3. We can ask the List for a sub-list of itself, excluding the first value
• via the rest function

• That's it! By default, this is all we can do with a List! 
• These are all the capabilities we need. 
• Using these simple operations, we will write our own more advanced functions, or 

abstractions, to perform more sophisticated tasks with Lists.



The List Data Type

• To use Lists, we first need to import the List type from "introcs/list"

• To declare a List variable, we must specify the data type of each element 
in the List inside the < and > symbols:

"Let names be a variable that is a List of string values"

"Let ages be a variable that is a List of number values" 

import { List } from "introcs/list";

let names: List<string>; let ages: List<number>;



null is the end of every List

• How do you know when you've found the end of a List? null!

• null is a special value that means "nothing" is left

• An empty List is simply the value null:

• A non-empty List, we'll see, is a sequence of one or more values 
followed by null at the very end.

let names: List<string>;
names = null;



cons-tructing a List, value-by-value (1/2)

• The List function cons is short for "construct List".

• To use it, we'll also need to import it from the "introcs/list" library:

• The cons function requires 2 parameters:
1. The value you are adding on to the front of the List

2. The List you are adding the value onto

• The cons function returns a new List with the value added to the front.

import { List, cons } from "introcs/list";



The cons function usage (2/2)

• Construct a List with a single value in it

• Construct a List with two values in it

• Modify a List by adding onto itself

let names: List<string>;

names = cons("Carol", null);
"Carol"

names = cons("Roy", cons("Carol", null));

"Carol""Roy"

names = cons("Rameses", names);

"Carol""Roy""Rameses"



Follow-along in 
00-lists-101-app.ts

// Declare a List variable
let names: List<string>;

// Establish an empty List
print("An empty List:");
names = null;
print(names);

// cons-struct a single-value list
print("Single-value list:");
names = cons("Roy", null);
print(names);

// con-struct a multi-value list
print("List of length 2:");
names = cons("Carol", cons("Roy", null));
print(names);

// cons-struct a list based on itself
print("cons'ing onto an existing list");
names = cons("Rameses", names);
print(names);



The first function returns the first value of a List

• The List function first returns the first value in a non-empty List
• Warning: the first function will error if given an empty List

• To use it, we'll need to import it from the "introcs/list" library:

• The first function requires one parameter: a non-empty List

• Usage:

import { List, cons, first } from "introcs/list";

let series: List<number>;
series = cons(10, cons(20, cons(30, null)));

print(first(series)); 10



first Examples Visualized

"Carol""Roy""Rameses"first(                             )

Function Call Return Value

"Rameses"

first(                    )12 2

first( null    ) ERROR



• The List function rest returns a List with every value except the first
• Warning: the rest function will error if given an empty List

• To use it, we'll need to import it from the "introcs/list" library:

• The rest function requires one parameter: a non-empty List.

• Usage:

The rest function returns a sub-List, w/o first value

import { List, cons, first, rest } from "introcs/list";

let series: List<number>;
series = cons(10, cons(20, cons(30, null)));

print(rest(series)); 20 → 30 → null



rest Examples Visualized

rest(                           )"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

Function Call Return Value

rest(                  )12

rest( null    ) ERROR

"Carol""Roy"

1



Hands-on: Print the 2nd & 3rd Entries in the List

• In 01-first-rest-app.ts …

• Under the TODOs, use a combination of calls to first and rest to print 
the 2nd element (20) in the List named series

• Hint: You'll need to compose these functions like f(g(x))

• Once you've printed the 2nd element, see if you can print the 3rd.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc when done or stuck.



Follow-along: 
first and rest examples

// Establish a List of numbers
let series: List<number>;
series = cons(10, cons(20, cons(30, null)));
print(series);

// TODO: Print the first value in the series
print(first(series));

// TODO: Print the rest of the values in the series
// NOTE: This is not changing the value of series.
print(rest(series));

// TODO: Print the second value in the series
print(first(rest(series)));

// TODO: Print the third value in the series
print(first(rest(rest(series))));



Warm-up #2) Given the following recursive 
mathematical formula, what is the value of 𝑓 3 ?

ቊ
𝑓 0 = 0

𝑓 𝑛 = 1 + 𝑓(𝑛 − 1)



The count Algorithm: counting values of a List

• How can we write a function that, given a List of any length, we can
count the number of elements in it?

• Let's try it with pseudo-code first!

• Count Algorithm, Given any List
1. If the List is empty, then the count is 0

2. Else, count is 1 + the count algorithm applied to the rest of the List

• UTA Live Demo



count in code

• What magic is this?

• Recursion! The count function is defined in terms of itself.

let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};



let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};

count(                           )"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

1 + count(                 )"Carol""Roy"

1 + count(          )"Carol"

1 + count(    )

0

Tracing count



let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};

count(                           )"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

1 + count(                 )"Carol""Roy"

1 + count(          )"Carol"

1 +    0

0

Tracing count



let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};

count(                           )"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

1 + count(                 )"Carol""Roy"

1 +   1

1 +    0

Tracing count



let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};

count(                           )"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

1   +    2

1 +   1

Tracing count



let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};

3

1   +    2

Tracing count



What happens when this code runs?

let buzzLightyear = (list: List<string>): number => {
return 1 + buzzLightyear(list);

};

export let main = async () => {
let names: List<string>;
names = cons("Woody", cons("T-Rex", null));
print(buzzLightyear(names));

};

Error: Maximum call stack size exceeded



Rules of Recursion Preview

• We will explore the depths of recursion further next week, but an 
important early pair of rules to note are:

When using recursion to process a List:

1. Always test to see if the list is empty (equal to null)
• We will see this is called the "base case". Recursion is all about that bass…

2. Make the recursive call with the rest of the list



Rules of Recursion using Lists

let count = (list: List<string>): number => {
if (list === null) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1 + count(rest(list));
}

};

1. Always 
check if list is 
empty! This is 
the base case.

2. Make the recursive call 
with the rest of the list.



Does a List include a specific value? true/false

• How can we write a function that, given a List of any length and a specific value, 
we can check to see if the List contains that value?

• Let's try it with pseudo-code first!

• Includes Algorithm, Given any List and a value V
1. If the List is empty, then the List does not include V, false!
2. Else, 

1. If the first value in the List equals V, true!
2. Else, run the includes algorithm on the rest of the List

• UTA Live Demo



Follow-along: Includes Algorithm

• Let's open example 03 and write the following algorithm for the 
includes function together.

let includes = (list: List<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else {

if (first(list) === search) {
return true;

} else {
return includes(rest(list), search);

}
}

};



let includes = (list: List<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else {

if (first(list) === search) {
return true;

} else {
return includes(rest(list), search);

}
}

};

Rules of Recursion using Lists

1. Always 
check if list is 
empty! This is 
the base case.

2. Make the recursive call 
with the rest of the list.



includes(                          , "Carol")"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

includes(                 , "Carol")"Carol""Roy"

includes(          , "Carol")"Carol"

true

Tracing includes

let includes = (list: List<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else {

if (first(list) === search) {
return true;

} else {
return includes(rest(list), search);

}
}

};



includes(                          , "Carol")"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

includes(                 , "Carol")"Carol""Roy"

true

true

Tracing includes

let includes = (list: List<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else {

if (first(list) === search) {
return true;

} else {
return includes(rest(list), search);

}
}

};



includes(                          , "Carol")"Carol""Roy""Rameses"

true

true

Tracing includes

let includes = (list: List<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else {

if (first(list) === search) {
return true;

} else {
return includes(rest(list), search);

}
}

};



true

true

Tracing includes

let includes = (list: List<string>, search: string): boolean => {
if (list === null) {

return false;
} else {

if (first(list) === search) {
return true;

} else {
return includes(rest(list), search);

}
}

};


